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7r-bonding +. metal d jumps, all allowed, in accord 
with the spectrum. If the system were flat, D s h  
(Fig. 5b), we would have, for the ligand rr-orbitals, 
E’ + E” + Az’ + A2”; for the metal d-orbitals, 
A’ + E’ + E”. The spectrum then would be entirely 
different and one suspects the molecule would be less 
stabilized by 7-bonding involving the highest d- 
orbital. We note as a detail that the distorted trigonal 
bipyramidal structure should show an additional slight 
Jahn-Teller distortion, but this, if it occurs, cannot be 
seen in our spectra. 
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Selection rules are derived from symmetry arguments for the anticipated visible and near-ultraviolet spectrum of the CuBr4-2 
anion, using both of the theoretically plausible models of the energy levels of this species. Comparison of results with the 
observed spectrum (given in part I), and with preliminary solid state spectra presented here, favors the model in which 
there is a hole in the d,, orbital, as against the dxzlyS. The bands in the visible then are assigned to  forbidden or weakly 
allowed charge-transfer, and the ultraviolet bands to  allowed charge-transfer. The energy gap between the two sets of 
bands is attributed to the effects of s-bonding. 

Introduction 

The species CuBrdW2 is familiar in the solid state, and 
the structure is known2 to approximate closely to a 
tetrahedron distorted by shortening the z-axis (see 
Fig. 1). The same species recently has been identified 
in solution by Barnes and H ~ m e , ~  and comparison of 
solid and solution spectra by these authors indicates 
that the anion does not differ materially in the two 
cases. We therefore take their purple CuBr4-2 in 
water and a variety of organic solvents to represent 
this anion. 

Hypothetical tetrahedral Cu (TI) possesses an orbital 
degeneracy and thus is expected to show a Jahn-Teller 
distortion. This is indeed found for CuBrd-2,2 the 
symmetry being lowered from Td to (very nearly) 
Dad, with elements of symmetry S4 around the z-axis, 
diagonal planes (Jd containing this axis, and twofold 
rotation around the x- and y-axes. This symmetry is 
not quite perfect in the crystal. The distortion de- 
scribed splits the dxy,yz,zx, degenerate (Tz) in Td, into 
d,, (bz) and dyz,zx (e) in DZd.l Either the level b2 
lies highest, transitions being to this level, and the 
slight distortion from Dad is fortuitous, or else the 
degenerate levels e lie highest, transitions being to 

( 1 )  William Ramsay and Ralph Forster Laboratories. University College, 
London. 

(2) F. C. Lingafelter and B. Morosin, Acta Cvyst., 13, 807 (1960). 
(3) J. C. Barnes and D.  N. Hume, Inovg. Chem , 2 ,  444 (1963). 
(4) We use capitals for representations of Td, lower cabe symbols for 

those of D3,i. 

these levels, and the irregularity of the structure might 
represent a further Jahn-Teller distortion which 
removes the twofold degeneracy. Both possibilities 
are explored here. Such levels as might reasonably 
be thought to be involved in the spectrum are assigned 
to their proper irreducible representations in Td and 
Dad, and arranged in rough order of energy on the 
basis of chemical intuition. It then is possible to make 
some predictions of relative intensity, which differ 
according to which model is taken, and to compare 
these predictions with the observed spectrum. 

Calculation of Spectrum.-First, we reduce the 
representations of T d  in the lowered symmetry 
by taking the characters of the former set under the 
operations of D2d and expressing the numbers so ob- 
tained as a linear combination of characters of ir- 
reducible representations of D2d. The results are given 
in eq. 1. Attention is drawn to the fact that while 

A a  + bi 
(1) TI + e + as 

T? + e + b2 
Td -P D?d: -+ ai 

E ai + bi 

x,y,z belong to T? in T d ,  which reduces to e (x,y) + 
bl (z) in DZd, e also can originate in TI. 

Next we reduce ligand and metal orbitals to obtain 
Table I. The order of ligand orbitals is derived as 
follows: the most stable outer shell electrons of the 
Br- ion will be derived from 4s atomic orbitals and be 
u-bonding. The next most stable will be the p(u) 
orbitals, which are stabilized electrostatically by 
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Fig. 1.-The structure of CuBra-* in CszCuBrl (idealized): 
M = Cu; bromides a t  1 , 2 , 3 ,  and 4; L 1M2 = 130°, L 1M3 = 
102”, L 2M3 = loo”, L 3M4 = 126”. 

TABLE I 
THE ORBITALS OF CuBrdVZ 

Sym- 
No. Nature metry Labela Notes 
l e  C u 3 d  Tze yz,zx Transform in this prob- 

lb,  CU 3d Tzba XY Transforms like z 
2a: Cu 3d E ai 2% 

3e Ligand p non-bonding T:e xa,ys Transformation related 

3aa Ligand p non-bonding Tiat zs 
4e Ligand p a-bonding Tze x4,yd Order of occurrence of 
4bz Ligand p a-bonding Tabz 2 4  4,5 uncertain, see 
5ai Ligand p a-bonding E a: as Appendix for labeling 
5bi Ligand p vbonding E b: bs 
6e Ligand p u-bonding Tie Xe,y6 In fact 6 and 8 mix, as 
6bn Ligand p u-bonding Tzbn ‘LE do 7 and 9 
7ai Ligand p r-bonding Aiai a7 

8e Ligand s r-bonding Tze XS,YS 
8bz Ligand s u-bonding Tab2 z8 
9ai Ligand s u-bonding A:ai a9 

lem as x,y 

2b: Cu 3d E bi y2 

to x,y by eq. 2 - 

a Strictly speaking, these columns ignore covalent bonding, but 
remain useful for purposes of classifioation in real problems. 

virtue of pointing toward the cation (as found by 
Shulman and Sugano6 in KaNiFs). Next come two 
sets of a-bonding orbitals, whose relative energies we 
are unable to assess, and above them the a-non-bonding 
orbitals, of which there are in this problem only one set. 
Finally we have the metal d-orbitals, placed a t  highest 
energy because the longest wave length band in the 
spectrum of CuBrk+ as a t  present known seems an 
obvious candidate for the classification d + d (E ---c 

Tz). There is only one hole in the set of orbitals so 
far listed, to which visible and near-ultraviolet transi- 
tions will occur. This hole will be either in Tze (xz,yz) 
or in Tzbz (xy) ; we cannot a t  this stage of the argument 
say which. 

As the third stage of the argument we classify all 
transitions to d TZ (e + bz) in Td and D 2 d .  We use the 
fact that the symmetry of a transition is given by the 
direct product of the’symmetries of ground and etcited 
states, and correlate the assignments in the two groups 
by direct inspection, formally replacing TZ by x,y 
(e) + z (bz), and reducing the resulting expressions 

(5) R. G. Shulman and S. Sugano, J .  Chem. Phys., 86, 3496 (1962). 

both in Td and in DZd. For TI -+ Tz, no such easy 
procedure is available, but since T1 and Te differ only in 
the signs of their characters under ffd and S4, we can 
construct a true statement about T1 + Tz from the 
corresponding statement about Tz -+ Tz by syste- 
matically replacing AI, Az, TI, Tz, a, and b with A2, 
AI, Tz, TI, b, and a. Using the fact that a transition 
is symmetry-allowed (for electric dipole radiation) if 
and only if it belongs to the same irreducible representa- 
tion of the group of the problem as does a t  least one 
of x,y,z, we classify transitions as Td-allowed, Dzd- 
allowed, and “forbidden” (vibronically allowed). We 
expect, however, that “forbidden” charge-transfer will 
be more intense than “allowed” d-d transitions. Tran- 
sitions allowed in Td should be more intense than transi- 
tions of the same general nature which are “semi- 
allowed” only by virtue of the distortion to D2d. 

“A.llowed” transitions should be polarized either in 
the x,y plane (e), or a t  right angles to i t  (bz), while 
those “forbidden” need not be, since they can be 
activated by more than one vibration. 

We soon find that for many of the transitions in- 
volved an unambiguous assignment is not possible. 
To see how this contingency arises, consider a hypo- 
thetical transition from a full to an empty p subshell 
in the symmetry of our problem. The ground state 
will be AI, and for the symmetry of the several terms of 
the excited singlet state (and of the associated transi- 
tions) we have 

T2 (e + b d  X TZ (e + bz) = TI + TZ + AI + 
E (2e + 2a1 + a2 + bl + b d  

The configurations of symmetry e must arise from the 
transitions (x,y) + z‘,z + (x’,y’), but there is no 
reason for assigning different amounts of T1 or TP 
character to either of these pure states. In fact, 
for a vanishingly small distortion, the excited states are 

where (x + z’) represents the pure configuration in 
which an electron has been excited from p (x) to p’ 
(z). The representations of T d  and D 2 d  are related by 
configuration interaction, as shown in Fig. 2 .  If the 
perturbation is small (as a t  (1) in Fig. a ) ,  the excited 
state will be closely related to a state of the undistorted 
molecule, and one of the transitions will be much more 
intense than the other, while if the excited state can 
be described as a pure configuration of &, as a t  (2) 
in Fig. 2, then the distinction between Tle and Tze can 
no longer be maintained, and both transitions will be 
of comparable intensity. However, if we do not know 
the order of T1 and T2 in the undistorted molecule, 
then even if the parentage of these e states in Td is 
defined, we do not know its value. We therefore 
label transitions of e symmetry and doubtful parentage 
“?e,” and describe them as “at least semi-allowed.” 
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D 2 d  Distortion 

Fig. 2.--i1. possible effect of configuration interaction 011 a p -c p' 
transition in T d  (Dad) symmetry. 

Experimental 
Polarized spectra (Fig. 4) were obtained by melting tetra-n- 

butylammonium tetrabromocuprate( 11) on a microscopic slide, 
covering with a second slide, and allowing the thin film to cool. 
The solid film contains purple, non-crystalline material and small 
brown areas of crystal. These areas are strongly dichroic and a 
selected area gave the spectra shown on a Beckman DK 2 
spectrophotometer. These spectra show the 525 mp band a t  
angles of maximum and minimum absorption: the two other 
visible bands appear to be unpolarized. The spectra cannot be 
related to the crystal axes because of the nature of the specimen. 

Results and Discussion 

The results of the theoretical analysis are listed in 
Tables I1 and I11 and shown graphically in Fig. 3, 
together with the observed spectrum, the energy 
intervals in the predicted spectra (-4 and B) of Fig. 3, 
which play no part in the argument, being arbitrarily 
drawn so as to be close to the observed spectrum (C). 
The results favor Table I11 (spectrum A), and the pre- 
liminary polarized spectra support this conclusion. 

On either model, there will be a first d -+ d band in 
the far-infrared which has not yet been found, either 
because i t  is a t  too low energy to have been observed 
to date, or, perhaps, because i t  might well be of far 
lower intensity than the near-infrared band. This 
should consist of two components, but these are 
expected, on either model, to differ markedly in in- 
tensity, and only one is observed.5a The visible bands 
are charge-transfer bands of the form TI (non-bonding) 
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Fig. 3.-Spectrum of CuBr4-2: -4, after Table 111; B, after 
Table 11; C, observed,2 transitions numbered as in A. 

--t Tz. Of the two, one is more intense and appreciably 
polarized, while the other is weaker and apparently 
unpolarized. If e lies above bz (Table 11, Fig. 3B), 
we expect this group of transitions to contain one al- 
lowed component and one a t  least semi-allowed, pola- 
rized in the opposite sense, of nature 3e -f le  and 3az + 

le, respectively (transitions iv and viii of Table 11). 
On the other hand, if bz lies above e (Fig. 3A, Table 
III), there will be two transitions (iv and v of Table 
111)) one forbidden and the other a t  least semi-allowed. 
The latter transition will be polarized ; the former, 
to a first approximation, will not be, if activated by a 
vibration of syniinetry TI (a2 + e) .  

(Ea) N o m  ADDED I N  PROOF.-A. G. Karipides and T. S. Piper, Inors. 
Chem., 1, 970 (ICJnZ), have observed both components, and  discuss their re- 
sults in terms of the same model as is favored by  this work. 
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TABLE I1 
SPECTRUM OF C U B ~ C ‘ ~  IF l e  LIES ABOVE lbz 

Transi- 
No. tion Symm. Label Notes 
i l bz+  l e  ’e xy + xz,yz d-d, a t  least semi-allowed 
ii 2ai + l e  Tie 9 + xz,yz d-d, semi-allowed only 
iii 2b1 + l e  T9e x2 - yZ + xz,yz d-d, allowed 
iv“ 3e -c l e  Tiaz xa.ya + xz,yz Forbidden 
v 3e -c l e  Tzbr Allowed 
vi 3 e +  l e  E ai Forbidden 
vii 3e + l e  E bi - Forbidden 
viii 3a2 - l e  ?e za + xz,yz At least semi-allowed 
ix 4e + l e  Tibz xr,ya+ xz,yz Allowed 
x 4e -+ l e  Tzaz xa,y4 + xz,yz Forbidden 
xi 4e + l e  E bi xa,y4 + xz,yz Forbidden 
xii 4e l e  E a1 a,y4 + XZJZ Forbidden 
xiii 4bz --f l e  ?e 24 -c xz,yz At least semi-allowed 
xiv 5ai + l e  T1e a8 + xz,yz Semi-allowed 
xv 5b1 +. l e  Tze bs + xz,yz Allowed 

- -  

‘ This and all subsequent transitions are “charge transfer.” 

TABLE I11 
SPECTRUM OF CuBrd-a IF lbz LIES ABOVE l e  

NO. 

i 
ii 
iii 
iva 

vi 
vii 
viii 
ix 

V 

Traosi- 
tion 

l e  + Iba 
2ai + lbz 
2bi + lbz 
3e -c lbz 
3az + lbz 
4e + lbe 
4b9 4 lbz 
5a1 + lbz 
5bi -C lbz 

Symm. 
?e 
Tzbr 
Tiaz 
?e 
Azbi 
?e 
Ala1 
Tzbz 
Tlaz 

Label 
xz,yz + xy 
zz + xy 
x2 - yz - xy 
xa,ya + xy 

=?YC - XY 
21 + xy 
as -+ xy 
bs -+ xy 

- -  
- 
26 -+ XY 

Notes 
d-d, at least semi-allowed 
d-d, allowed 
d-d, forbidden 
At least semi-allowed 
Forbidden 
At least semi-allowed 
Forbidden 
Allowed 
Forbidden 

’ This and all subsequent transitions are “charge transfer.” 

The lowest of the next group of bands is a weak, 
unpolarized charge-transfer (v or vii of Table 111), 
followed by two permitted bands (vi and vii). Of 
these, vi must be classified as Tze, being strongly 
allowed; this fact may not, however, be related to the 
description of iv as Tie, as we are dealing with different 
first-order transitions. Earlier workers,6 in analyzing 
the spectrum of CuBr4-2 (misassigned by them to 
CuBrs4-; see ref. 2), claim to have found a band (ix 
or vii?) underneath the allowed transitions, but this 
may be a case of overbold use of gaussian analysis. 

It is difficult to reconcile the data with the alternative 
assumption that e lies above bz. For in that case, the 
transitions 3e + le, 3a2 + le, 4e -+ le, 4b2 + le, 5al + 
le, and 5b2 + l e  each contain one and only one transi- 
tion allowed in D 2 d  and therefore polarized. For the 
lowest-energy charge-transfer to be unpolarized, on 
this model (since all transitions of type 3e -+ le, for 
example, are degenerate), the transitions 3e -+ l e  
and 3a2 + l e  would have to be superposed. Then the 
second charge-transfer would have to be of type 4 + 
le, implying an energy gap of less than 2000 cm.-l 
between a-bonding and a-non-bonding levels, and it3 is 
not then clear why this second charge-transfer band 
should be polarized, or what has happened to the miss- 
ing component of the transitions 4 + le. 

Conclusions 

The spectrum of the CuBr4-2 anion can best be in- 
terpreted on the assumption that the Cu 3dx, is the 

(6) K. B. Yatsimirskii and T. V. Mal’kova, Russian J. Inovg. Chem., 6, 
426 (1961). 
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Fig. 4.-Spectra of tetra-n-butylammonium tetrabromocuprate 
(11) polarized in two directions a t  right angles. 

highest-lying level used and is partly empty, the ob- 
served transitions being to  this level. Then the bands 
in the visible are due to charge-transfer from non- 
bonding (TI) p-orbitals on the bromides to copper, and 
the higher-energy bands to charge-transfer from a- 
bonding orbitals to the copper. The energy gap be- 
tween the two sets of bands is further evidence of the 
importance of a-bonding in complexes. 

Appendix 

The Orbitals of Table I.-Label ligands as shown in 
Fig. 1. Take p, = eien, where 0, is measured round the 
nM axis. Clearly pn and pn* are a-non-bonding. Take 

P I  + pz - Pa - p4 ~ s d S  

and likewise for px and py. Then 

p z  - PZ* = z 3  

p. + P B *  = 24 

Take 

P1 + pz + P 3  + P I  = P d 8  
Then 

P + P * = a b  

P - P* = bs 

Each ligand gives rise to two a-bonding orbitals, ap- 
proximately 4p (a) and 4s, respectively, though these 
will mix to some extent. Then for p (u ) ’s  

1 + z  - 3 - 4 = Z a d i  
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1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = a 7 d Z  

and for s’s 

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = a 4  

Spectra and 
and Related 
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Reflection spectra of Sb(III) ,  Sb(V); Bi(III), Sb(V); In(III) ,  Sb(V); and Tl(III) ,  Sb(V) hexahalide complexes diluted in 
hexahalostannate( IV) crystals are reported for a number of cations. The pure compounds CsaBi0.&3b0.~Cl~, C S & I O . ~ S ~ O . ~ C ~ ~ ,  
and C S ~ T ~ O . ~ S ~ O . ~ C ~ ~  also have been prepared and characterized from their X-ray powder photographs, The Bi and In 
compounds show evidence of superlattice formation which is assumed to exist, undetected, in the Sb(III), Sb(V) com- 
pounds. On this evidence the solid spectra have been assigned to electron transfer transitions from the nsz or (n + l)s2 
shell of the trivalent ion to  the nso shell of the pentavalent ion. The abnormally deep colors of the In and T1 compounds 
also are discussed. 

The “interaction color” of Sb(III), Sb(V) in HCI solu- 
tion was studied some time agoj2 but the spectra of the 
corresponding solids have not been reported, although 
the appearance of the crystals suggests that they must 
be quite different. The cesium salt CszSbC& was first 
prepared by Wells,3 who showed that i t  was isomor- 
phous with CszPbC16, and the ammonium compound also 
forms mixed crystals with ( N H I ) ~ S ~ C ~ ~  and (NH4)2- 
PtC16.4 Early authors thought that these compounds 
were derivatives of SbC14, but Elliot showed that (NH& 
SbBrG was diamagnetic,‘” and therefore presumably 
contained equal amounts of Sb(II1) and Sb(V). Sb- 
(IV) remains a possibility if the compounds were anti- 
ferromagnetic, with a very high NCel temperature. 
There is a simple theorysb for antiferromagnetism in the 
isostructural KzIrCle which invokes electron transfer 
from chlorine to iridium, but when i t  is applied to the 
antimony case, one finds that the maximum amount of 
charge transfer could not give a Nee1 temperature above 
50°K., so the compounds would be strongly paramag- 
netic at room temperature. This is further strong 
evidence against Sb(1V). 

However, the X-ray powder diagrams6 can be indexed 
quite accurately in terms of a pure KzPtClo lattice, 
i.e., the Sb(III)C16 and Sb(V)C16 units are either indis- 
tinguishable or randomly distributed. Since these 
units carry different charges if there really are two dif- 
ferent valences present, a random distribution is per- 

(1) University of Oxford, Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory, South Parks 

(2) J. E. Whitney and N. Davidson, J .  Am. Chem. Soc., 11, 3809 (1949). 
(3) H. L. Wells and F. J. Metzger, Am. Chem. J . ,  26, 268 (1901). 
(4 )  R. F. Weinland and H. Schmidt, B e y . ,  38, 1080 (1905). 
( 5 )  (a) N. Elliot, J. Chem. Phys. ,  2, 298 (1934); 

Road, Oxford, England. 

(b) J. H. E. Griffiths, 
J. Owen, J. G. Park, and M. F. Partridge, Proc. Roy. SOC. (London), 8250, 
84 (1959). 
(6) K. A. Jensen, Z.  anorg. allgem. Chem., 232, 193 (1937). 

haps not likely. The X-ray scattering powers of Sb- 
(111) and Sb(V) must be so similar that a superlattice 
could not be detected. 

The intense colors of mixed valence solids make i t  
very difficult to measure their transmission spectra, 
and only a few are recorded in the literature.’ Their 
diffuse reflection spectra also are broadened and dis- 
torted. Because the antimony(III), (V) solids can be 
homogeneously diluted with Sn(IV), this problem is 
avoided. Only diffuse reflection spectra are reported 
here, but we hope later to obtain oscillator strengths 
as a function of concentration from single crystal spec- 
tra using a microscope. 

If this class of compounds contains Sb(II1) and Sb- 
(V), we would expect analogous Bi(III), Sb(V) salts, 
and the cesium compound has been prepared. In an ef- 
fort to discover whether there is a superlattice of tri- 
valent and pentavalent ions, we also prepared In(TIT), 
Sb(V), and Tl(III), Sb(V), salts. 

Experimental 

Preparations.-All the preparations were carried out in 12 Jf 
HCl solution. For the Sb(III), Sb(V) compounds Weinland 
and Schmidt’s method4 is convenient. A solution of Sb203 is 
divided into two equal portions, one of which is saturated with 
chlorine, and then warmed to  remove the excess. Recombining 
the two solutions produces the characteristic yellow “interaction 
color.” When anhydrous SnCL is added, followed by an  alkali 
metal halide solution, mixed Sb(III) ,  Sb(V), Sn(1V) compounds 
crystallize on cooling. 

For equal ratios of Sb to  Sn, more concentrated solutions de- 
posit chlorostannate crystals containing more Sb  ( L e . ,  darker 
color). Thus, because the chlorostannates become more soluble 
in 12 M HCl with decreasing size of the alkali metal cation, 

(7) S. Yamada and R. Tsuchida, Ann. Rept .  Sci. Tliovks, Fac.  Sci. O s a k a  
Unio., 4, 79 (1956). 


